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About an artwork that changed how we view art and what we think about the world, and how, in
the absence of any evidence to contradict the myth, Duchamp claims it as his own. What would
it mean if the most important artwork of 20th century had been made by a woman? Elsa von
Freytag-Loringhoven.
09 APRIL 1917
Grand Central Palace, New York.

It’s the day before the exhibition
of the newly established American
Society of Independent Artists.

*Ezra Pound said this. *How our hero signs her name.

Anyone who enrols in the Society and pays the $1 entrance
fee and $5 annual fee is automatically a member and allowed
to show two works. A urinal is sent in. It is discussed and
after a few hours rejected.
It can’t be shown.
It will close down the
exhibition.

It’s un – showable.
It violates the New York City
Penal Code, section 1141.
We will be prosecuted.

-

We will be sent to jail.

Which way up does
it go?

Meet Marcel Duchamp
Artist and founding director of the SIA.

It’s immoral.

You have to lie it on its back
to read the signature.

It’s absurd.

Who is this Richard Mutt?

He’s not a member!
It may be a very useful object in its place,
but its place is not in an art exhibition,
and it is, by no definition, a work of art.
You have to show it. If you don’t, you go
against the advertised policy of ‘no jury’.
I resign in protest.
11 APRIL 1917
Duchamp writes to his sister in Paris.

23 APRIL 1917
Stieglitz pleased with his work
tells painter Georgia O’Keefe,
who is in love with, that the photograph is really quite a wonder.

Hey Alfred, can you

photograph it?
Dear Suzanne,
The Independents have opened here with
immense success. One of my female friends Suzanne keeps
the letter, until
under a masculine pseudonym, Richard
1958, when her
Mutt, sent in a porcelain urinal as a
husband, Jean
sculpture. It was not at all indecent-no
Crotty dies and
reason for refusing it. The committee has
decided to refuse to show this thing. I have his papers, conhanded in my resignation and it will be a taining the letter,
are bequeathed
bit of gossip of some value in New York
to a niece and
- I would like to have a special exhibition
of the people who were refused at the Inde- nephew in Ohio.
The letter is
pendents-but that would be a redundancy!
rediscovered
And the urinal would have been lonely in 1982.
See you soon, etc. Marcel.
Otherwise
nobody sees
the real thing.
It isn’t in the
show.

5 MAY 1917
Stieglitz’s
photograph is
published in
Blind Man
Issue 2, that
only ran to 2
issues and
quickly
disappeared.

Everyone who has seen it thinks it
beautiful. And it’s true, it is. It has
an oriental look about it – a cross
between a Buddha and a
Veiled Woman.

It’s called Fountain.
13 APRIL 1917
Alfred Stieglitz takes this iconic photograph in
the back room of 291, his gallery in Manhattan.

The urinal appeared to
have disappeared, but it
was photographed by
Pierre Henri Roché in July
1918 in Duchamp’s studio,
after which it completely
disappeared. Nothing
remains. Meanwhile,
the myth is invented.

Until a full
contact print
of Stieglitz’s
lost plate is
found
in 1989.

EARLIER IN THE MONTH
APRIL 1917
A female friend? Duchamp has one good female friend –
Baroness Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven, a German-born
poet and artist.
Ninnyasses.

I will send my urinal to
destroy the exhibition
and the society. I hope
they show it. I’ll show
them.

I am an artist just as much as they
are. More so. I have art in my
blood. I am art.
SPRING 1917
Elsa sends the urinal from Philadelphia. Why? She makes her
living as an artist’s model, sex
worker and shoplifter.
I want sex!

And I want
money!
(1920)

My? Phalluspistol?
Phalluspistol
JANUARY – OCTOBER 1916
Elsa and Duchamp live in the Lincoln Arcade building at 1947 Broadway, and
have long talks into the night.
I am kissambushed!
In the future people will
believe that I was formulating
the concept of the readymade. I choose
a prefabricated object for its form and
meaning, and elevate it to the status of
art. They will think it is art because
I said it was – a bicycle wheel,
a coat rack – but it
wasn’t art at all.
Marcel, Marcel, I love
Oh Marcel – I have been
you like Hell, Marcel.
thinking the same – the
object is kind of magical,
like an amulet that has
power.
What an arse hole.
Du-shit and the other avant
gardists. Pretentious, all boys
But my urinal is also a kind of reverse
Exactly. It’s magical
together. I thought we are
amulet. Not designed to protect but
thinking!
friends. All those nights we stay
by it’s manipulation, able to damage
up late, talking art.
at a distance – like a curse.
Talking readymades.
6 JANUARY 1917
Caught shoplifting, again, she is
held over as a repeat offender.
She’s always in and out of jail
for public obscenity and nudity.

What’s a woman got to
do to get by?

Have you seen my
trick? I can make
myself disappear.

26 JANUARY 1917
Elsa is named as the other
woman in the divorce of Rene
and Douglas Greg Dixon. The
final session of the proceedings
are issued today.

7 JANUARY 1917
According to one newspaper
report, the next day, on the way
to the Harlem Jail Elsa hijacked
the police wagon, drove it to the
Lincoln Arcade Building at 1947...

I’m outta here.

... Broadway, where she was
living, rushed in, collecting only
Pinkie, her Pekinese, and
scarpered out the back as the
Keystone Cops came in the
front. They staked out her
apartment for three weeks. She
had completely disappeared.

It’s just a bottle of
olive oil and some
chocolates.

27 JANUARY 1917
Local newspapers report that the Baroness
cannot be found. She has not been seen for
three weeks. She is up for a maximum of $1000
fine and/or 12 months. Her bail is set at $300...

... she isn’t safe. She has to leave town ASAP, so
she gets a train from Pennsylvania Station and in 10
minutes she is across the Hudson River, and over
the state line into New Jersey, out of the NYPD’s
jurisdiction.

APRIL 1917
APRIL 1917
Still in Philadelphia, Elsa
In a Philadelphia plumber’s shop,
Outside a post-office, she sees
inscribes the urinal R Mutt 1917.
she spots a beautiful gleaming
her reflection in the window. A
urinal. It calls to her...
tall slender woman dressed as a
R Mutt sounds like Armut,
man. She laughs wildly to herself.
German for poverty.
Funny. Ha? It will really
It’s my boldest work of art
Good day master
upset the Independents. yet. I can’t wait for the fuss. It
plumber. I require a
ennobles an industrial object
urinal cheaply. Ah,
to sculpture, makes fun of
you are German
consumerism and critiques
too. Good.
the art world. He he he.

And a beautiful
This one has a fault
so it useless. Perfect. plumbing trap. I can’t
believe my luck!
I’ll take it. Danke.

Poverty of morality too!
America has declared war on
Germany, and is trying to control
the movements of German-born
people on US soil. I’m so angry.

I require you to deliver this
article to this address:
110 West 88th Street, NY. It
must arrive by 7 April.

110 West 88th Street, NY
The label is attached. The
handwriting on the label
can only be that of her
accomplice Louise Norton’s housekeeper, Jenny
Kiernan. Louise and Elsa’s
friend Mina Loy only submitted one work so she had
a spare official entry label,
visible in Stieglitz’s photograph for the first time.

Damn them if they show it.
Damn them if they don’t.

Elsa’s sending of the
urinal is typical of her art
and nobody else’s. She
calls herself ‘art aggressive’, loves
scatological jokes
and makes frequent
references to plumbing in
her poems:

1913
She makes ‘Enduring Ornament’. In
1916 in another letter to his sister,
Duchamp claims that in the same
year he bought bottle drainer as
a ready-made sculpture. He is yet
to conceptualise the new genre of
Readymade, that isn’t art.

1917
1918
The brass Bennor Anti-Syphon
‘Limbswish’ a curtain tassel
Globe Trap is fixed to a wooden
hanging inside a metal spiral.
mitre-board. It is photographed by
I love my curtain
artist Morton Livingston Schaumtassel. I wear at my
berg, causing it to be misattributhip when I’m
ed to him.
It symbolizes the
out and about.
impotence and mediocrity of
‘important’ men.
It’s a beauty. Isn’t it?
I shall put it on a plinth
and call it ‘God’.

IRON – MY SOUL – CAST
IRON!

I was on my way to marry
Baron Leopold when I found
it in the gutter.
It all blows over. Suddenly it’s 1919
Elsa is still enamoured. Duchamp isn’t.

Marcel Du-shit.

Morton, darlink, can you
help me mount it?
1919
Elsa makes this portrait of Duchamp.

I found the peacock feathers,
gear, wires, fishing lure and put
them in a wine glass.

He likes to drink wine, that
sneaky snake. Unrequited love?
It is he who has love for me.
Why else does he keep dressing
up as me?
1920
Elsa carries on as if she doesn’t care.
He’s so annoying.
He steals my ideas, my
style. It’s like he
wants to be me !!!

You like my
‘Self-portrait
as a dancer’?

Swishes means gay
men, you know. I like
to be provocative.

Often
Duchamp’s alter ego Rrose Sélavy appears
dressed remarkably like Elsa.
Charles Sheeler darlink,
can you photograph it for
Sorry Elsa !
me? I want to give it to
him. Is funny. No?

It looks like him. In my hat.
Pretending to be me. No
kidding. He not so good at
the puns. C’est la vie.
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE !
LOOK AT THAT MARCELLED BE - WHISKERED BE - SPATTED PATHETIC LYMPHATIC McKay, you look ESTHETIClovely in that dress PIGPINK QUAINT and pearls.
FASHIONABLE NATTY SAINT KYK!
GARCON?? !
UN PNEUMATIC CROSS AVEC SUCTIONDISC’S
TOPPED AVEC RUBBER
I do?
THISTLE WREATH I need to
S’IL VOUS PLAIT.

10 January 1922
Elsa and Claude McKay dress up and
lark around on the verandah, trying out
costumes for a new performance...

Er, thank you
Elsa. Not so close
though!
You need to
distance yourself
from that man.

borrow money.

EXPENSIVELY DRESSED IN FASH1923
1923
ION AS HE LIKED IT TO SATISFY
She feels mournful and
HIS PRIDE IN HIMSELF SHE POUDElsa can’t survive
abandoned by her friends.
LY CORRESPONDING EVEN AS TO
A CORSET AND HAIR TRANSFORin New York any
MATION - FOR SHE HAD SCANT
more, so she leaves
HAIR. THIS
for Berlin. She
FRIPPERY WAS BEFORE THE WAR
RELEASED WOMEN FROM LEANexpects to find better
ING ON THE DOOR FRAME SHE
opportunities to
SAID PALPITATING SET CRUEL
make money. Instead
WITH A WILL SNEERING - WITH
she finds Germany
PASSION - HOPEDRIVEN HE SAT
ON THE HIS TYPEWRITER - HIS
economically
OTHER PRIDE FOR SHOWING HIS
devastated
by the
MIND - VOLUMN - CAPACITY FOR
war.
GAINING SO MUCH VAIN MONEY
FOR STILE - POUNDING AWAY
NOT EVEN LOOKING AT HIS THE
My friends are leaving
MANIKIN - OF HIS EXPRESSION
and I am forgotten.
- ?? SHE SCORNFULL NOTICED:
“I SAW A MAN WITH EYES LIKE
14 DECEMEBR 1927
THE SUN - THAN SHE TREMBLED
She leaves the gas on and lays
WOULD HE - JUMP - SEIZE HER down on her bed with her dog.
SHAKE HER - SHE YIELD - FLING
No note was
HERSELF - LAUGH UPROAROUSLY
My
grandfather shot
found, but
- AT HER LOVER - LOVER - LOVER
WITH BEND HEAD FROM
himself, my mother tried
her letters,
BENEATH LASHES FAIR AS
to drown herself... ... many of my
document
BLEACHED FLATWHEAT STRAW
artist friends ...
her despair
FROM EYES MIST BLUE DISTANT
and anxiety.
& FACE - AS IMPENETRABLE
MYSTERIOUS - EVER NOSTALGIA
WAKING HE SLANTED ONE SLOW
WITHINER LOOK AT HER AS A
FINE STEELLANCET BY THE WILL
... but—even for suicide—
TO STARPILORE FOR SAKE TOOF
one has to arrange—go up—
DRAWING BLOOD AND HURT HE
SAID - POINTEDLY IT PROBABLY
to lie down forever—here!
... my second husband
WAS AN ARTIST.
OH. BUT HE HAD EYES LIKE THE faked a suicide, my third
husband shot himself in
SUN.
I conjure up against
HAD HE? COULDNT HE PAY YOUR
the head in 1919...
that spectral pageant!
FURS AND HATS -

M’Ars. And now you
steal my style.
Winter 1922
Portrait of Marcel
Duchamp is published in
The Little Review:
Quarterly
Journal
of Art
and
Letters
Vol. 9,
No. 2.

E.V.F.L

1924 – 1926

Paris 1926
It’s very very cold.

Elsa sells newspapers on
the street; lives in a
charity home and
briefly a mental clinic.
Her closest friend Djuna
Barnes helps her get a
visa to move to Paris
where she tries to open
an agency for
life models.
Elsa, I wouldn’t buy it if
I were you. The stove
doesn’t look safe.

But I like it.
It looks like a
coffee pot.
JANUARY
1928
Elsa is buried
in Mont Joli
Cemetery, in
a cheap pine
coffin.
No. It is not a
Dada joke!!!

This is
Not the
End

MEANWHILE
Despite the evidence that points to
Elsa, the establishment works hard
to explain that she didn’t make the
urinal. Yet, there is little evidence
that Duchamp did it.

1932
For 14 years no one talks about it.
Georg Hugnet first attributes it to
Duchamp in Parisienne magazine,
Cahiers d’Art, issue 1/2, when he publishes Stieglitz’s photograph from
Blind Man Two...

... and this statement: in the
New York Independents
exhibition 1917, Duchamp
entered Fontaine, signing
it R Mutt, in order to test
the impartiality of the jury,
of which he was himself a
member, by this symbol,
Duchamp wished to signify
his disgust for art and his
complete admiration for
ready-made objects, but R
Mutt’s entry was thrown
out of the show, after a few
hours debate, and Duchamp
making the issue a question
of principle, tendered his
resignation.

1935
Surrealist André Breton,
in the Minotaure, vol.2,
no.6, attributes Fountain to
Duchamp, who, with Rrose
Sélavy, in 1938, produces a
portable museum of his key
works in an editioned box,
titled ‘Box in a Valise’, which
includes a miniature Fountain.

1950
It is a long time now since the
Baroness died, and four years after
Stieglitz’s death – Duchamp begins
to take credit for Fountain and authorises replicas in 1950 and 1963.

195o
A urinal found in a Paris flea
market is shown at Sidney
Janis Gallery, NY. Duchamp
signs it, claiming it as evidence that he is responsible
for submitting Mutt’s urinal.

1963
Duchamp’s sister Suzanne
dies. When he settles her
estate, he goes through her
papers, looking for the letter
in which he clearly wrote: a
female friend of mine did it –
he doesn’t find it – because
it is in Ohio. Believing there
is no evidence to contradict
his story, he fully claims authorship and starts producing an edition of replicas.

Ha ha ha. My drawing of many pricks
in a graveyard.
Marcel, you kill me!

19 March 1945
A special issue of the art magazine
View is devoted to Duchamp. An
essay celebrates him as the lost ancestor of a new kind of art, and for
laying the foundation of neo dada.
Duchamp starts to talk of the urinal
in an off-hand way. His responsibility is becoming commonplace.

I am so sad. Suzanne
has died. My old heart is
breaking with grief. But. Wait.
Mmmm? What if? She is the only
person who knows the Urinal
was Elsa’s, not mine...

(1916)
1963
Another “replica” is shown at
Galerie Burén, Stockholm.

1963
In his first retrospective, at the
Pasadena Art Museum, a few months
after Suzanne’s death, Duchamp
exhibits the Swedish urinal exhibited
in Stockholm the year before.

MILAN, 1964
He goes on to authorise the manufacture of an edition of alleged
replicas of a number of his readymades from 1916 and 1917, including a urinal purported to be a copy of that appearing in Stieglitz’s
photograph. It was anything but. Made to his specifications, he
guarantees them to be perfect copies of the original: one for
Duchamp, one for Arturo Schwarz, and two for museum exhibition, plus an artist’s proof outside of the edition and a prototype.
All signed on the back Marcel Duchamp, with the date, original
date, replica date, title, edition, and publisher name. There are 17
so called replicas, none of which are. One is now in the Tate.

My secret dies with her. I
can make replicas and sell them
now. Only problem? I don’t know
what it looked like. Even Stieglitz
who took the photograph,
didn’t keep a print.
1966
Otto Hahn asks him...
Marcel, why did you write
the word Mutt on the urinal?

1968
Duchamp dies.
Well. We know he didn’t
write it. Elsa did.
MMMM? But the urinal
as photographed in 1917 isn’t
among the seven urinals in
the 1917 Mott catalogue. You
couldn’t buy it there.

You couldn’t just walk
in and purchase a urinal from
the Mott showroom. You
need a tradesman to be the go
between, just like today.

TODAY
Art history and the world would be very different if
Elsa Von Freytag-Lorghoven was acknowledged as
the originator of the now famous urinal. Mind you, if
it was known to be the work of a woman, we probably wouldn’t know about it. Money hides its interests
in plain sight. It’s time to claim it for her.

And the triangle of drain
holes in the top and the
triangle of 10 holes in the
bowl are unique.

‘Mutt come from Mott’...
Simply. Mott didn’t make
‘Mott Works’ (The J. L Mott Iron
a urinal like the one
Works at 118-120 Fifth Avenue and
in Stieglitz’s 1917 image.
Seventeenth Street)… ‘a large
His story is not true.
manufacturer of plumbing
The urinal was definitely
fixtures.’
made by the Trenton
Beatrice Wood
Potteries Company in
New Jersey.
My thanks to Dr Glyn Thompson, Elsa’s unwitting accomplice for his research that inspires this project. © Laura Moreton-Griffiths 2021

Still
Not the
End

